
Making, Starching and Setting a Ruff 

In August 2015 I had the opportunity to take  a weekend course in ruff making at the School of 

Historical Dress1 in London. I had booked the course early in the year and asked if it would be 

possible to add lace to my ruff - yes, I could, I would need about two yards for a small ruff, four 

yards for a large one. Two yards seemed an achievable target, and I decided to work one of the six-

pence edgings that Elizabeth Isham had included in a letter to her father2. I used Bockens 100/2 linen, 

working over 5mm squares which gave a pattern repeat of 1cm (slightly larger than the original). 

Working over squared fabric is quicker than using a pricking and the lace grew well while I was 

demonstrating, travelling and at other odd moments; by the week before the course I had about 

2.5metres.  I rinsed the lace briefly to allow any shrinkage to take place then dried it before wrapping 

smoothly around a roller ready to take to London. 

Our tutors for the weekend - Jenny Tiramani, Hattie Barsby and Claire Thornton - all have a strong 

background in re-creating historical costume including the early years of the new Globe Theatre. The 

participants came from a variety of backgrounds with a wide range of experience and expertise. 

After a brief introduction to the history and structure of ruffs3 we put on our thimbles (essential for 

speed when working with tough linen) waxed a length of strong linen thread (to smooth the passage 

of thread through fabric) and started a practice sample. First three lines of even (- ish!) running 

stitches to gather one edge, then a narrow hem on the other edge. 

 

Making the Ruff 

The size of my ruff was governed by the length of lace I had, and the wish to have a ruff that was 

relatively easy to transport, others had a specific neck or wrist size in mind. The first step was to hem 

one long side of a length of linen a little under 2½ yards long and about 4 inches wide - corners just 

folded over - no mitres. We were encouraged to use a heavy cushion  to provide tension while 

stitching. I then attached the lace by slip-stitching to the edge of the hem. The next step was to work 

the three rows of running stitch, starting and finishing each with a knot and a straight stitch through 

the width of the hem. 

 

Before pulling up the gathers we marked both edges of the ruff strip and the neck band in halves, 

quarters and eighths; this was to help  regular spacing of the gathers (I used pins on the lace edge and 

pencil where marks would be hidden). The running stitches were then carefully pulled up, the gathers 

spread evenly and each end of the gathering threads secured . 

1. Wrong side of prepared ruff strip with three rows 

running stitch, narrow hem and attached lace 

 

2. Gathered strip  (right) 



Next we turned over about 3/8 inch along the edge of the 

neckband and pinned it along the middle line of running stitches. 

At this point the neckband should have been stitched in place 

with a vertical stitch in each pleat, however time was short and so 

I just slip-stitched along the edge, then turned over and did the 

same on the other side of the band to enclose the raw edges of the 

gathers, leaving the ends of the band open, but with fabric tucked 

in, to take band strings at a later point (others made eyelets for 

their strings). The ruff was now complete and ready for starching. 

3. Pinning neckband to gathers 

Starching and Setting 
A wheat starch was used, mixed to a smooth paste with cold water, then hot water added before stirring over 

heat until thickened. The ruff was wetted before the starch was rubbed into every part of the gathered strip, 

avoiding the neck band as much as possible, then smoothed out with the fingers to remove excess starch. The 

ruff was then hung on a rack and baked in an oven at 150° with the door open for about 40 minutes. Next I had 

to thoroughly press every part, turning the band to the inside and taking the point of the iron as far as possible 

into every loop of the ruff. 

Ruffs can be set either straight or in the round - we set with the ruff pinned in a circle to a foam board marked 

with the circumference and quarter lines. Each ruff can be set in a number of different ways: simple curves, 

figure of eight or more complex shapes. Initial shaping is done with the fingers, then a heavy poking stitch, 

previously heated in hot sand, is used to set the curves (electric hair tongs can apparently  be used, but only 

those that heat right to the tips). This step really showed up the importance of even gathers firmly stitched to 

the neckband (which mine weren't!) and the need for plenty of time to do the setting properly. 

4. Applying the starch      5. Baking the ruff 

6. Shaping a ruff with fingers     7. Setting with a heated iron 



Some time in the future I may re-stitch the neckband and attempt to reset the ruff in more even curves, however 

now I have added loop-braided band-strings and knotted tassels I am quite pleased with my first proper ruff - 

and I have an enormous admiration for the skills of those early seamstresses and laundresses. 
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Notes 
1Details at: theschoolofhistoricaldress.org.uk  
2 See The Isham samples and other linen edgings, Gilian Dye (Cleveden Press 2012, ISBN 978-0-9553223-4-1) 
3 Patterns of Fashion 4, the cut and construction of linen shirts, smocks, neckwear, headwear and accessories 

for men and women c1540-1660, Janet Arnold (Macmillan 2008, ISBN 978 0 333 57082 1) includes patterns 

for, and information about, a range of surviving ruffs. 

8.The finished ruff 


